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If arterial blood does not reach 

venulae in microcirculation, 

DVA is only AVF, not DVA

Sasajima T, Koyama T. 

Oxygen Transport to Tissue 

34:Springer, NY. pp245-250;2012

We estimate each venula with a diameter of 30μm is 

surrounded by tissue cylinder with a radius of 268μm. 

When retrograde arterial blood flow reaches 30μm venulae, 

oxygen diffusion front reaches 587μm at rest, which exceeds 

tissue cylinder radius , so sufficient oxygen is transported to 

resting ischemic skeletal muscle. 





Late biological remodeling (months ?)

- generating a new foot distribution system

- recruitment of the old hidden & hibernated 

arterial fragments

- self-pruning of stealing vessels

Early mechanical remodeling (weeks ?)

- wait for mechanical fatigue to open vein 

valves

- help this process by embolization/pruning of 

collateral veins



Patient 1

Limflow procedure



Acute DVA result



One month later after 

embolization/pruning



4 months later







Patient 2

Limflow procedure





Patient 3

Hybrid procedure







1 month later:

infection



One month later

Angio study before TMA



TMA with connective tissue substitute



months later, before skin graft



months later, before skin

graft



Healed



2 years & 7 months later

reulceration







Acute result 1 month later, before TMT



1 month later, before TMT5 months later, 

before skin graft



5 months later, 

before skin graft
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later



4 years ago
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